MUSIC FOLDERS/BINDERS

Choral Folders

8751 - CHORAL FOLDER (7 ½" X 11 ½") ......................... $9.99
Popular with church choirs, this choral folder combines function and durability with impressive looks. It is a perfect fit for octavo-sized sheet music, and is fitted with string stays and two internal flat clear diagonal pockets.

8752 - CHORAL FOLDER (9" x 12") ......................... $12.99
Great for churches, schools, professional groups and individuals, these folders are designed with durability in mind and incorporate water resistant cover material, reinforced deep gusset pockets and spine, stitched edging, brass corners, and an internal pencil loop.

8757 - LEGACY CHORAL FOLDER - STRINGS (9 ¾" x 12 ¾") .................$16.95
8758 - LEGACY CHORAL FOLDER - RING BINDER (9 ¾" x 12 ¾") .................$16.95
The Legacy Series was designed as a performance folder for professional choirs with comfort and utility as a top priority. Covered with padded Castillian vinyl, these folders have an executive look and added wear resistance. Available in black.

All folders feature:
• Comfortable padded exterior
• Sewn edges
• Metal corners
• Interior pencil pocket with mechanical pencil
• Exterior clear spine hand strap
• 2 interior gusseted pockets for extra music

Handbell Folders

8753 - HANDBELL FOLDER/BINDER (11 ½" X 10 ½") .......... $13.99
With their unique design, these folders are made to independently hold music with or without a music stand. For tabletop operation, the bottom half of the binder swings back when open while the rings stay straight for easy reading. Used primarily for handbells, these binders are ideal for any sheet music where a stand may not be available. Featuring a 1 ½” three-ring binder, they measure 11 ½” x 10 ½” (from inner ring to side edge) and are ideal for music measuring 8 ½” X 11".
**Director’s Folder**

**8759 - STUDIO LEGACY BLACK CASTILLIAN BINDER (12” x 13”) . . . . . . . . $36.95**

This folder is designed for directors, has a professional look, and is incredibly durable, versatile and functional. Available in black.

Features:
- Foam padded covers
- 1” no booster ring binder (holds 9” x 12” music)
- 4 string adapters
- Front pocket flap
- Pencil holder
- 8 ½” x 11” ruled notepad
- 1” deep front gusset pocket with CD pouch
- Ziplock supply pouch with storage sleeve
- Gold metal corners

**Choral Music Filing Boxes & Covers**

Made of tough corrugated board with a smooth white finish, these boxes can be written upon with any pen or marker. They can be stored flat — set them up only as needed — and they assemble in seconds without the use of tape or glue. Cutouts and convenient tabs permit the easy removal of contents. Measuring 7 1/2” X 11” and available in various thicknesses, these boxes are designed for storing choral music.

**Boxes**

8739 - 1 ¼" Filing Box .................. $2.00  
8740 - 2" Filing Box .................. $2.00  
8741 - 3" Filing Box .................. $2.00  
8742 - 5" Filing Box .................. $2.50  
8743 - 2 ½” x 12" Filing Box (9” x 12”) .............. $2.50

**Covers**

8744 - 1 ¼" Filing Box Cover ................. $0.75  
8745 - 2" Filing Box Cover ................. $0.75  
8746 - 3" Filing Box Cover ................. $1.00  
8747 - 5" Filing Box Cover ................. $1.00  
8748 - 2 ½” x 12" Filing Box Cover .......... $1.00
MIGHTY BRIGHT LED LIGHTS

These lights, specifically designed for musicians, all feature LED lights which, unlike incandescent bulbs, actually increase the contrast of the words and notes on your sheet, making for a far more comfortable read.

DUET LED MUSIC LIGHT
Create the swath of light you need by bending and twisting two separate flexible arms. Flick on one or two heads. Its base is super-compact but weighted to maintain its balance when free standing. The clip opens wide enough to hang from a music stand, laptop, or table edge. (Batteries included)

8763 .......................................................... $24.99

DUET2 LED MUSIC LIGHT
The Duet2 enhances the most popular model above, offering twice the intensity. The two separate flexible goose-necks are outfitted with two LEDs each, providing up to four possible light levels. (Adapter & Batteries included)

8764 .......................................................... $39.99

EXTRAFLEX LED MUSIC LIGHT
One of our lightest, most compact fixtures, the ExtraFlex LED Music Light is breathtakingly bright, affordably priced and travel-size. Clip it to any surface or use freestanding. (Batteries included)

8766 .......................................................... $14.99

EXTRAFLEX2 LED MUSIC LIGHT
Extraflex2 harnesses the astonishing brilliance of two LEDs, making it a compact yet powerful music accessory. Set the light intensity by pressing the button once or twice. (Batteries included)

8765 .......................................................... $19.99

ORCHESTRA LED LIGHT
The long head features a row of nine brilliant LEDs and a sliding power button that offers two light level options. Set at the higher level to brighten up to four pages of sheet music. A discrete back fin directs light away from the audience and back to the music. Comes with a convenient travel case and AC adapter. (Batteries included)

8761 .......................................................... $74.99

ENCORE LED LIGHT
A smaller version of the Orchestra Light, containing six bright LEDs and two light level options. Also comes with an AC adapter and a black Mighty Bright travel bag. (Batteries included)

8762 .......................................................... $44.99

HAMMERHEAD LED MUSIC LIGHT
Six powerful, bright white LEDs lasting 100,000 hours - portable, flexible gooseneck. (Batteries included)

8767 .......................................................... $24.99
HAT AND T-SHIRTS

HOPE Hat

7020 - HOPE Hat ..................... $15.99
"HOPE" embroidered royal-blue baseball cap.
Velcro-adjustable - 100% Cotton

HOPE T-Shirt

7021 - HOPE T-shirt ..................... $15.99
Gray t-shirt with royal blue Hope logo.
Available in Unisex or Women's cut.
Sizes - Medium, Large, XL, Double XL
Machine washable.

Represent the Hope Publishing brand with a stylish hat and t-shirt!!